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Deitrich Outlines Minority
Recruitment Strategy
by Maiego Athens
An open discussion on the goals
of Trinity's admissions policy was
held last Thursday, led by Admissions Director "Deitrich .and
Associate Director Larry Dow. The
talk focused on the issue of increasing minority recruitment,
which is a primary objective of the
policy.
Deitrich came to Trinity just two
months ago from Amherst College.
One fact has already indicated to
Deitrich that' 'something is wrong''
at Trinity; the freshman class at
Amherst consists of three times the
number of minority students as the
freshman class at Trinity, while the
two schools are of comparable size.
Deitrich explained that Amherst,
like Trinity, did not "sell itself" naturally to minorities. It had to work
at it. And the keynote to its success
was getting the whole Amherst
community involved. Here at
Trinity,, Deitrich proposes to follow
a similar strategy, encouraging fhe
participation of the entire College,
rather than leaving minority
recruitment to the admissions staff
and the minority students.
The strategy's first plan is a
minority early orientation weekend
scheduled for January 22-24, 1982.

Although Deitrich admits this not
to be the best of timing for such, an
event, he believes that any move
like this that the college can make
is in a positive direction, and will
yield positive results.
Such weekends have been held
before at Trinity. One year, 1974,
showed astonishingly good results
from such a weekend, as more
minority students occupied positions in the freshman class that
year than at any other time. One
minority alumnus at the meeting
attributed this success to the "tone
and sentiment" on the campus
when the high school seniors visited. Unfortunately, for numerous
reasons, the tone changed the following year and, according to
Larry Dow, "things did not gel."
The January orientation features
lunches with the faculty members
and talks with minority alumni.
Meetings at the Interchip, Career
Counseling and Financial Aid offices
will present the students with some
of Trinity's most unique character,
istics. And the major event of the
weekend will be a dinner for the
prospective students with the
faculty and alumni panelists. President English, and possibly the
trustees. Social and religious events

will also be scheduled. The weekend will culminate on Sunday with
a rap session with the Admissions
Officers, where the prospective students will voice their impressions
of the weekend, of Trinity in general, and give suggestions tor future
improvements in this orientation
procedure.
Atter Deitrich explained the
weekend in detail, there was much
feedback from the audience. Some
were skeptical; they felt that the
apathetic attitudes on campus
might undermine the program and
that it would be difficult to get
people to contribute. Others
thought that factors such as the
dearth of minority faculty members
and athletic coaches might leave a
negative impression on the students. Pessimism was voiced, in
such statements as "If I were a
minority student, I don't know
what I could tell another minority
student who was considering
Trinity," and "The internal dissention here is a thing I don't think
will ever be conquered." A general
question raised was "Is minority recruitment something Trinity really"
•wants to do?"
The minority students are
frustrated because of the relative

Faculty Discusses Guided Studies
byW.N.Giegg
On Tuesday, December 8 a
faculty meeting was held. The main
topic discussed was the Curriculum
Report on the Guided Studies
Program.
,f!
A motion was proposed by the
Curriculum Committee which
stated: "The Guided Studies Program in the Humanities approved
on an experimental basis in 1978
be henceforth considered a regular
and continuing part of the college
curriculum." Upon passage of this
motion, it further stated that the
Curriculum Committee will
promptly address itself to' the
further study and, where appropriate, implementation of the recommendations specified.

Many professors^eommented
upon their experiences with students in the program. Professor
Battis noted discussions he had
with students concerning the
March soliciting letters. He
claimed that some students who
had received this letter were
rejected.
Dean Spencer responded to this
comment by. reiterating the fact;
that students who receive these
letters are prospective students
whom the Guided Studies committee predicts will be accepted in
the spring. He further stated that
all students who wish to participate
in this program are able to do so
and that enrollment in the program
is not limited to those who receive
; >a letter in March.
i

Following the reading of the
motion, a discussion began among
Greatly optimistic about the
the, faculty. Professor Picker
program,
Professor Hylarid emphastarted the discussion by proposing
an amendment to the motion which sized fhe enjoyment and intellecexpressed a desire to extend the tual stimulation he has received
Guided Studies Program on an ex- from teaching such intelligent and
perimental basis in order to clarify ambitious students. Professor
some of the "loose-ends" relating to Kassow recalled that teaching the
the resolution. Picker wanted to students' in the Guided Studies
know the criteria on which the Program has been one of the finest
Guided Studies Program was intellectual experiences he has
based, yet he emphasized that he encountered at this institution. He
was not labelling the program a pointed out that the "bottom-line"
failure. He further questioned the was being overlooked. "In view of
reasoning behind Guided Studies the discussion so far," Kassow
lecturers being paid stipends when stated, "it raises some questions in
other program lecturers were not my mind as to the future of this
being compensated in the same institution." He curtailed his input
manner. Spencer commented that into the discussion with the comlecturers would receive a small ment, "The program at present is
honorarium relative to an inexpen- not perfect, but it should be kept in
sive program of tremendous edu- mind the ultimate beneficial opcational value.
portunities of the program."

photo by Marybeth Callan

Admissions Director Donald Deitrich presents plans for minority recruitment during an open discussion.
recruitment have, in the past few
failure of past attempts to increase years, witnessed no success. In fact,
minority applications and adthe College has actually experienced
missions. In the past, the student
input lor Tecruiting minorities has a decline in the amount of minority
generally fallen on the backs of the matriculation. Even the TURN
minority students alone, and Project instituted last year encounDeitrich firmly believes that this tered many barriers. It was conmust change. But even policy cluded at the discussion that it is
changes to increase . minority':
'
continued on page 3

Departmental Staffing
Requests Submitted

Professor Moshell inquired as to
the number of "students who evaluated the program." Spencer
claimed that all the Guided Studies
students were asked to come to an
by Mark Henderson
academic affairs meeting to discuss /
The
department
heads have put
the program, but since many are
juniors abroad, the attendance was in their requests for staffing needs
for the academic year of 1982-1983.
low.
'
The requests are the result of
One of the last points to be dis- meetings between the Educational
' cussed concerning the program Planning Committee (EPC) and
was the high drop-out rate. It was the department chairmen during
pointed out-by many faculty mem- which critical information pertainbers. Professor Channels in par- ing to each department was
ticular, that the high drop-out rate reviewed. Enrollment in classes,
was due to the number of course the number of majors, and potenrequirements which was set at tial new developments had to be
thirteen. The consensus was a taken into account in order to
planned reduction in course determine long-range staffing
requirements from thirteen, to ten. needs.
1;
After the EPC and the departAfter further deliberation, the ment chairmen meet to w,ork out
motion stated earlier passed. Fol- the memorandum concerning faclowing the discussion oh the ulty positions, the proposals are
Guided Studies Program, the long- then forwarded to Dean De Rocco
est faculty meeting of the year cul- to await his approval. De Rocco, in
minated with the passing of a turn, forwards the proposals to
motion requiring transfer students President English for his recomto have eighteen credits in order to mendations. It is during the disqualify for any honors.
cussion between President English
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and Dean De Rocco that proposals
are either denied or approved.
"It is an orderly procedure of
recommendations to the President
by way of the Dean," according to
De Rocco. for the academic year of
1982-1983, every request was
granted. In a letter issued by De
Rocco, the encouraging results
were conveyed to the department
chairmen. It should be noted, however, that the EPC has yet to complete its actions, as there is still
some unfinished business to attend
to concerning - the English
Department.

Several requests were granted to
separate departments. The request
for one position by the Department
of Economics, to replace the spot
vacated, by Professor Gunderson,
was satisfied. The Department of
Engineering was granted a full-time
appointment; the department previously had a one-half full-time
equivalent (FTE). The Fine Arts
Department is going to gain a position in printmaking authorized for
three years with renewable one
year contracts. A full-time position
in East Asian History was approved
.pg. H for the History Department. This
position replaces a two-year interim appointment. As a result of
• PS-6 tthe ' resignation of Professor
jWarner, the Department of MatheImatics
will gain a one-half, of an
• PS- '8\
FTE back again. Two positions in '
khe Psychology Department have
pg- 12\ (now been designated as a ten-year
(position tenure track.
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Trinity Librarian Assumes
Diplomatic Position Overseas
by Joseph McAleer
Cheryl
Martin,
Trinity's
Documents Librarian, has been accepted into the Diplomatic Service
and will become a political officer
for the State Department overseas, it
was recently announced. Martin's
selection culminates a three-year effort on her part to join the service.
Martin has submitted her letter of
resignation to the College, and will
be leaving before the First of :the,
year. She has been with the Trinity
College Library since 1971. Rebecca
Wondriska, presently at the
Reference • Desk, will fill Martin's
vacancy in the Documents Department.
As a political officer, Martin will
analyze and report political matters
that affect U.S. interests overseas.
According to a federal publication,
political officers "convey U.S.
Government views on political issues
to foreign governments, negotiate
agreements, and maintain close contact with foreign officials, political
and labor leaders, third-country
diplomats, and others of influence."
The entire selection process began
in December 1978, when Martin
took the Foreign Service Exam, a
test which she describes as "a hard
GRE" that is open to all U. S.
citizens at least twenty years old. The
examination is basically a "weedingout" process, Martin added. Having
passed the exam, she took the oral
boards, which she recalled was "a
day-long, very grueling interview
with foreign service officers."
Following these boards, a comprehensive FBI background Check

"This is the only thing I ever really
"was done on Martin, as was a comwanted to do," Martin stated. Her
plete medical examination. •
fascination with' diplomacy and
If one passes all of these tests, peace-making processes stems from
there are four career tracks in which her childhood, when, she recalled,
to be placed. These are: she was very impressed with Henry
Economics/Commercial Affairs Of- Cabot Lodge and would spend hours
ficer, Administrative Officer, Con- watching him in televised debates
sular Affairs Officer, and (the most from the United Nations, The one
competitive) Political Officer. In Oc- thing that Martin is particularly
tober of this year Martin was looking for in her new position is the
notified that she had passed all of ability "to exist in another country
the requirements and was being in another language," she added.
placed on the "political roster" for
Upon completion of basic
that career track. She would then
have eighteen months in which to be training, Martin will be sworn in
accepted as a political officer, or to along with the other new foreign serbe denied, depending on the needs o f vice officers by Secretary of State
Alexander Haig. She admits she is a
the State Department.
bit nervous, stating "It's like leaving
On Tuesday, December 1, Martin the known for the unknown." She
received a call that she had been ac- feels that she will miss everyone at
cepted into the Diplomatic Service as Trinity, and particularly the students
a political officer. A formal letter with whom she has worked closely
was received later in the week, withdecipheringdocuments. Neverasking her to report by January 6, theless, she is pleased that she
1982 to a State Department Basic followed her "gut feelings,"
Training Camp in Rosslyn, Virginia. believing that it was not necessary
At present, due to the confidential whether she was accepted or not,
nature of her position, Martin.has just as long as she could say that she
no idea where she will be sent. Her tried. And one can see by the glint in
proficiency in the Portuguese Cheryl Martin's eye that she is happy
language, due to a one-year stint in she was accepted, and looks forward
the Peace Corps in Brazil, may affect to her adventures.
in which country she is placed. Her
personal preferences include Eastern
Europe or the Soviet Union. In any
case, her basic training should include area studies and intensive
language training. This training, furthermore, may be necessary more
than once since foreign service personnel only average four years at the
most in one place, Martin noted.

Hours

Holiday
Trinity College Library

Tuesday - Wednesday
December 22-23
Thursday - Sunday
'. December 24-27.;
Monday-Wednesday
December 28-30
Thursday - Sunday
December 31-January 3
Monday - Friday
January 4-8
"
Saturday - Sunday
January 9-10
Monday - Friday
January 11-15
'
Saturday - Sunday
January 16-17
Monday, January 18, 1982

Incidentally, Martin's acceptance
comes a year and a half after Dr. C.
Kenneth Quinones, former Assistant
Professor of History, followed the
same procedure and was elected a
political officer. Quinones left Trinity in the summer of 1980 and is
presently the assistant to the
United States Ambassador to South
Korea.

Watkinson Library

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Closed

Closed

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

8;30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Closed

Closed

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Closed

Closed

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Closed
Resume regular hours

Closed
Resume regular hours

Trinity Documents Librarian Cheryl Martin.

photo by David Siaklnd

Chapel Jubilee
Plans Finalized
ist emeritus of the College since
the Chapel was constructed in 1932.
On March 6 John Rose will give a
The Committee for the Fiftieth
concert with "Arioso", a small
Anniversary of the Trinity College
chamber orchestra. Two additional
Chapel recently finalized its plans to
organ recitals have been slated for
celebrate the jubilee next semester.
April, as well as a harpsichord recital
According to Chaplain Alan Tull,
by Robert Edward Smith on April
chairman of the committee, a string
23.
of services, concerts, lectures, and
An exhibit entitled "The Trinity
exhibits has been
planned
College Chapel: Frohman, Robb &
throughout the semester.
Little, Architects" will open in the
The festivities will officially begin
Widener Gallery of the Austin Arts
with a Festal Service in the Chapel
Center on March 4. This display will
on February 7 at 4 p.m. Bishop Arcatalogue the Chapel's creation with
thur Walmsey of Connecticut will
many photographs and original
deliver the sermon. In addition, an
drawings by the architects, according
all-campus choir, assembled for the
to the organizer of the exhibition,
first time in Trinity's history, will
Peter J. Knapp. In addition, the
perform under the conduction of
exhibit will include material on the
College organist John Rose. FortyNational Cathedral in Washington,
seven students expressed interest
D.C., the most famous work of the
at rehearsals for the choir last
Frohman, Robb & Little firm. An •
week, with another 15 expected to
effort will be made to put Trinity's
join, Rose noted.
Chapel into the context of the
Cathedral, Knapp noted. CoincidenSeveral musical events have been
planned, showcasing the Chapel's tally, the National Cathedral will
organ in particular. On February 26 also be celebrating an anniversary,
its 75th, in 1982.
an organ recital celebrating "Fifty
Along with the exhibit, several
Years of Chapel Music" will be held.
This recital will also observe the 80th public lectures have been organized
birthday of Clarence Waters, organcontinued on page 3
by Joseph McAleer

Announcements
244lour
Study Area

Vacation Jobsl

The Development Office and
Central Services have job openings
Wean Lounge and Mather Dining for students who want to work
Hall will be available for 24-hour during Christmas break. Contact
study from 8;00 a.tn; December 14 Kathy Mills in Financial Aid.
until Midnight December 20.
Wayne J.Asmus
Director MCC

"A Cow
Hand's Song"

IVIystic Seaport
Program

Applications from students who
wish to participate in this program
either semester of the 1982-83
academic year are due in the
Registrar's Office on December 18,
1981.

Gwen Clanpy, a graduate of
Wellsley College, will present, "A
Cow Hand's Song: A Crisis on the
Range", at 7:30 p.m., Sat., Dec.
. 26, 1981 at the First Church of
Christ in Wethersfield. A documenVisiting professor in psychology
tary on the problems of cow ran- from the University of Edinburgh
ching, the presentation has already needs room with cooking facilities
received rave reviews in the West. or semi-furnished apartment,
For more information and reser- reasonable rent, from January 11vations, contact the Church office May 30;: contact Bill Mace in the
at 529-1575 or Mary Kenyon at 529- psychology department with infor3418,
/
.-. , '• " v , jnation.

Room Wanted

EL.ECT9QNSIII
Attention Student Body: ' l
SGA announces Trinity Term '82
Elections to fill-up vacant positions
in student government on Thursday,
Feb. 4 and Friday, Feb. 5. The
deadline for names to be submitted
is Friday, Jan. 29. More details on
specific positions and elections
procedures will be announced later.
Watch for advertisements for Dorm
vacancies. Keep your eyes open for
more details!!!

Outing Club

Trip to M t
Trembiant
The Trinity Outing Club is sponsoring a repeat of last year's ski trip
to Mt. Trembiant in Quebec.
Canada. We will depart from
Trinity College on Jan. 11 via
motorcoach, spend 5 exciting days
skiing, and five wild nights at Le St.
Jovite hotel and return on Jan. 17
in time for springjegistration. Participation is open to all members of
the Trinity community and their
guests. Reservations will be accep-.
ted on a first come, first serve basis.

Approximate cost, including bus
service, hotel costs, and ski lift
tickets will be $150.00.
For further information, contact
P.O. Box 8000.

1982 Spring
Registration
Just a reminder that Registration
for Spring 1982 is Monday and
Tuesday, January 18 and 19, 1982.
If you cannot report as scheduled,
please notify the Registrar's Office.
The fee for late registration is
$25.00.

Snowshoding
Contact the Trinity Outing Club
about a week trip to South Londonberry, VT. in January for Xcountry skiing and winter fun.
Also, on January 23, 1982, there
will be a beginning snowshoeing
trip to learn the ropes of
snowshoeing.

Classifieds
HELP WANTED
The Makris Diner needs full or part time work. Number is 529-4652
1795 Berlin Turnpike.
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College Hours Revised
by Joanne Matzen

Trinity AISEC members dine with corporate representatives.

AIESEC Luncheon Attracts
Corporate Bigwigs
by A. Marc Ackerman
As the majority of the college
community lunched at SAGA last
Wednesday, several privileged"
Trinity students and their guests
dined elegantly at the poshly
appointed Aetna Building. The
occasion: the second annual corporate luncheon sponsored by the
Trinity chapter of AIESEC, the
International Association of Students in Economics and Business
Management.

chief organizer of the luncheon.
This was followed immediately by a
short introduction by President
Mary O'Brien, who suggested all
participants introduce themselves
and state their origin. Present were
representatives from corporate
giants such as: Northeast Utilities,
Connecticut Bank & Trust, Connecticut General Insurance Corporation, IBM, Lydall, Hartford
National Bank, and of course
Aetna.

She also stressed the necessity for
businesses in foreign countries to
be equally as open-minded about
the internship/exchange program.
Her argument rested upon the fact
that the hiring of a foreign intern
can be beneficial not only to the
student but to the company as well.
AIESEC Marketing Director
Bruce Newman closed the show by
enumerating a few of the association's more recent successful traineeships and those companies which
were generous enough to participate. With this hint rather forcefully driven home, the meeting was
adjourned and the business and
academic communities parted
ways once more.
Asked to comment on the overall accomplishment of the luncheon, proud parent Stephen Tall
replied, "Well, I get up in the
morning to see the north wind rise,
and that particular morning I got
up to watch the sun instead." Bruce
Newman, asked for his own assessment, responded, "I think Steve
pretty much summed it up."

Beginning January 4, 1982, in
accordance with the desires of a
large majority of staff members,
scheduled College office hours will
be changed from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m. to 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
According to Margaret Collins,
Director of Personnel Services,
most offices maintain the current
workday schedule in an effort to
better accomodate students. The
change, which affects administra-'
tive offices, staff, and faculty secretaries, arose from complaints
regarding: the accessibility of carpools to area employees, the security question during the dark winter
months, and the amount of time
many of the female staff members
could spend with their families in
the evening. In addition, most outside agencies dealt with by these
offices also close b y 4:30 p.m.
In response to the complaints,
the all-female Personnel Advisory
Committee submitted a scheduling
proposal to President English, who
then requested that academic
department chairmen, administrators, and office personnel be surveyed regarding their positions.
Collins reported that 83% of the

80% who responded to the survey
were in favor of the schedule
change.
Although the survey explicitly
stated,'' Serious consideration must
vote on new constitutions, they do
not have the right to consider conwhom we serve," no inquiries into
students' perceptions were made.
Certain offices which interact a
great deal with students, however,
do report a nominal amount of student traffic between 4:30 and 5:00
p.m,
Collins stressed that, "Our most
important concern was its impact
on the students. If the schedule
change poses a problem, either it
will be readjusted, or alternating
shifts will be adopted for the larger
offices."
Some of the largest offices such
as athletics, and those which concern themselves with off-campus
constituencies, such as public relations, alumni, and development
offices will remain open from 8:30
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. This will necessitate the adoption of alternate personnel schedules.
Schedules of undergraduate
employees working with the administration or staff will be /adjusted accordingly. .

Sorority Wins
Approval of SGA
by Anne C arol Winters

This is the first year that the
has had any power over new
fraternities
and
sororities.
In addition, five members of the
The purpose of this gathering
At the December 8 meeting of Although they have the ability to
was to give the students, as AIESEC AIESEC Board of Advisors were in
the Student Government Associa- vote on new constitutions, they do
President Mary O'Brien phrased it, attendance, as well as Professors
tion, the constitution of Trinity's not have the right to consider con"a chance to mingle" with repre- Gunderson, Gastmann, and Direcnew sorority, Alpha Zeta Chi stitutions of already established
sentatives of several major Con- tor of Career Counseling Chris(AZX), was approved by a vote of fraternities. These constitutions
necticut corporations. Iii this way, topher Shmkman. The remaining
13-4-9. The sorority had already had to be presented to Asmus by
a firmer relationship can be fos- eleven members of AIESECbeen approved by Wayne Asmus, December 11, but the SGA will not
tered between AIESEC and Trinity, rounded out- the party.
Adviser for Student Affairs, David have access to them.
members of the business comAfter the food was cleared, Mary
Winer, Dean of Students, and the
There was a motion from the
munity, many of whom have been O'Brien again took the stage to tout
Inter-Fraternity Council.
floor to table the vote on the conapproached only by telephone and the virtues of AIESEC to her capThe lengthy discussion which stitution, which was defeated by a
mail up to this point.
tive audience just once more, menpreceded the vote ^entered on. the vote of 4-154. After further distioning the need to increase marclause in the constitution stating cussion, SGA President Tom
The program opened with the keting appointments and presenthat the sorority would be exclu- Hefferon moved to drop the
traditional welcome from AIESEC
tations to companies expressing an
sively female. According to debate, and this motion was apProjects Director Stephen Tall, interest in internships from abroad.
Chandlee Johnson, one of the proved 24-0-3. The constitution of
organization's founders, the several the sorority was then approved.
national charters which they have
Johnson stated that she was "glad
approached are only for women, it passed," and that they had
and so it seems necessary for "expected controversy." The
AZX's constitution to include such founders feel the sorority will offer
The minority orientation week- a clause.
matically change attitudes."
Trinity women another alternative,
continued from page 1
Several members of the SGA and hope to be part of a national
Deitrich went on to show faith in end, Deitrich stated, will at least
Trinity's ability to "sell itself" lay down the "groundwork" from were concerned that sanctioning charter by'the end of this school
not the responsibility of one group
which the college should expect such a clause would set a "bad year. Their future plans may inthrough its positive attributes, such
alone to bring about changes, but
very positive results, provided that precedent" for other organizations. clude a : coed eating hall, which
as its proximity to Hartford center,
rather, that of the whole comthe...; whole community commits Carolyn Ginsburgh, SGA Vice would broaden the role of the
and the growing internship promunity. ...
..
..-•• President*iasked; Johnson if-cthesorority, while also allowing "time
H i d d h
sparked by last year's Awareness his experience at Amherst, sorority could be nondiscrimi- for women to be together as
There is a debate over whether
the minority problem is. number- Day, the SGA is more in tune now Deitrich has carried with t%i a natory, and thus include men, with women," according to Johnson.
based or attitude-based. One pro- with the minority situation than it confidence uf|fre' |uccl|s SiisuoK'at*'•'Hte;,,yiiders!anding thgt men* 'ssoujd'* The approval of Asmus, Winer,
fessor conducted a study whjch, ever has been. This opens up a nroject. Wh&nufthe* orienWiOn was * notbe likely fo join asofority, This .'• and the SGA indicates that there
revealed that white students in possibility to shift student funds conducted there, and the students proposal was called hypocritical, still is support on campus for the .
general tend to see the problem as toward the minority organizations that chose Amherst were polled, and was not acceptable to the fraternity system, stated Johnson.
the lack of numbers of minorities, for the enhancement of their status the weekend orientation was cited meiribers of t h e sorority. They SGA members still called for a
while black students see it as the on campus, Deitrich also termed as the num ber one reason why jh&j1 stated that (the sonority .djd reserve,. "greater social function" that could
result of warped attitudes. Deitrich. < the minority alumni."an untapped students] c M P AinHefst? 'DeitrJch the right to amend their consti- serve more of the student pop'
ulation.
commented optimistically on this • resource,"! ffid • believed;them to energetically concluded,; 7If there's; , tution in the future. • !
issue, saying that the increase of
have great potential in aiding the a true commitment and everyone is
involved, it will work."
numbers of minorities will "dra- cause.

Minority Recruitment Weekend

Chapel Celebration
continued from page 2
on a variety of Chapel-related topics.
On March 18, Dr. Robert Grant Irving, an architectural historian, will
present a lecture entitled "Chapel
and College: The American Experience." Dr. J. Bard McNulty,
Goodwin Professor of English, will
speak on "Traditional Patterns in
the Glass Carvings of the Trinity
College Chapel" on April 15.
Finally, "Designing and Building the
Trinity College Chapel" will be the
subject of a talk by Peter Grant '71
on May 6. Grant, in addition, has

authored a book on the Chapel that
•will be published and sold next
semester to coincide with the
Chapel's anniversary.
W. Norman Pittenger, a noted
theologian and scholar, will be in
residence next semester and will
present a lecture on March 15, according to Tull. Pittenger will also be
visiting religion and philosophy
classes during his stay at Trinity.
Other events of interest during the
jubilee include a Wedding Reunion
Service on April 18 for those couples
who have been married in the

Chapel, since 1932. In addition, the
international congress of the Guild
of Carilloneurs of North America
will beheld at Trinity on June 21-25,
and should make considerable use of
the 49 bells in the Chapel tower.
This semester-long celebration
has been named '-'Trinity College
Chapel Jubilee 1932-1982." The entire Trinity College community
should take advantage of the diverse
number of special activities that
have been planned. AH are advised
to watch for more publicity at the
beginning of next semester.
\ :
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Editorial

- Hmsiif uM SBAIJS- AnAcKSt rle.llS, ftr THIS McHEiJT, KEsEMTMb- W!
Ctpmt n PSES incur e

Specific educational programs are a vital asset to an
academically accredited institution such as Trinity. The
Tripod believes that the Guided Studies Program in the
Humanities, initiated in 1979, is one such program in that
it has expanded the educational opportunities offered
here.
Several aspects of the program are particularly attractive. The academic intensity related to the program is
likely to attract more qualified students who wilLhopefuily enhance the overail academic environment at
Trinity. It also offers a structured academic alternative to
those students who desire such a program. Courses,
such as anthropoiogy, which are demanded in order to
complete the program are too often neglected in the
, student's academic career at Trinity. Students in Guided
Studies with their academic motivation much of the time
offer a delightful opportunity for many of the faculty to
stimulate their intellectual appetite.
Despite these overall benefits of the program, there are
still flaws which need correcting. Too many courses are
required to complete the program. As a result, many of
the students do not finish the program. If the number of
courses required were reduced, it is likely that students
would maintain their enthusiasm. Another fault in the
program is that it is restricted to the humanities. It is important that alternative programs in other academic
areas, such as the sciences, are considered. This would
allow more students with other areas of interest an opportunity to take advantage of such a cohesive course of
study. Finally, many students on campus were never
adequately informed that such an-opportunity is available.
The flaws mentioned above could probably be rectified.
The Tripod considers these problems minute compared
to the immeasureable benefits guaranteed from such a
program. To improve and expand upon programs such as
Guided Studies will be pursuing a positive standard of
academic excellence.

D.C. Wire: Capitol Preview
Editor's Note: This is the first
of a series of columns called D.C.
Wire.
by Maura Mclnerney
As a member of the Wonder
Woman-Watergate generation, my
view of Washington, D.C. is founded
in the kind of cynicism an idealist
acquires over-a lifetime. From All
the King's Men to All the
President's Men, from Vietnam to
Abscam, it seems that while all my
life is in a constant state of flury,
the corruption of the gpvernment is
one of those rare conditions which
can be guaranteed ' to persist
throughout time.

This cynicism plagues me as I
leave for Washington to begin a five
month internship with a New Yorkstate representative. But my perspective, informed by courses in
comparative politics, as well as experiences as a member of various
pressure groups, also includes an
appreciation of the democratic
freedoms which our political
process seeks, and after succeeds in
securing. If we are not constructive,
determined critics of our goverment, we have not right to demand
anymore than whatever we get. The
current, situation hardly warrants
such complacency,

These are the memories I bring
with me-to Washington. But more
importantly, I bring questions,
most of which will remain unanswered but one of which, hopefully,
will remain untouched. In subsequent columns next semester I
will attempt to probe some issues
which I'm sure prod all of us, such
as:
• How does the Moral
Majority do it?

Washington has never been a city
of complacency and I think that's
what 1 like about it. Even when I
• Who really believes in
lived there for the first nine months
Reaganomics?
of my life, I suffered from a rash
• How does Haig get away
which, I believe was environmenwith murder?
tally induced. On my second visit to
• Are , those presidential
beginning of the anti-war move- Washington, I worked in a soup
ment in the sixties. "The opposition kitchen in the red light district of
speeches published by Hallmark?
to Vietnam started on campuses town, and Washington seemed little
I'll let you know what I can find
among small cells of people, and different than the Bowery of New
out and send it by wire.
slowly spread among the students. York City.
But the big demonstrations didn't
begin for years."
"I look at campuses now as a
good litmus test on this issue,"
Cowart says. "Middle class The final charming cherub was none other than vice-president Thomas
children are getting concerned. A. Smith.
Faculty members are getting involved. There's great concern. We
already have another teach-in
scheduled for next November, and
I suspect we'll be doing quite a bit
more."
continued on page 5

Campus Nuke Talk Mushrooms

"I'm really not sure why the issue
has been revived," says Stanford's
• (CPS) — At Stanford University Dfell, deputy director of the Stanstudents and members of the ford Linear Accelerator Center
general public recently paid $3 to and a member of the Stanford
crowd into a small conference Arms Control Faculty.
room to hear Professor Sydney
"I have been active in the area
Drell lecture on the nuclear arms for 20 years," Drell says. "I lecture
race,
on it because a university won't be>
A few days earlier at Dartmouth, any good if it is smashed by ail
over 1000 people attended a speech atom bomb. As people think about
by veteran statesman-author it, they'll see there is no usable
George Kennan about the de- military purpose for having the
nuclearization of Europe and lim- bomb."
ited nuclear warfare.
The November 11 nationwide
teach-ins were probably the most
At the same time, Univeristy of
Michigan faculty members were visible evidence of academia's
joining a "large-scale simulation growing interest in nuclear prolifgame on' the Arab-Israeli conflict- eration. Faculty members helped
and other international confronta- organize lectures and discussions
tions in which nuclear exchanges that, according to UCS .estimates,
The TRINITY TRIPOD.
drew nearly 150,000 students.
took place.
Volume 80, Issue 13,
"We felt a sense of urgency to
Students at Towson Slate Uni| December 15, 1981. The
versity solemnly assembled on a make students aware of the issues
TRIPOD is published weekly
campus lawn to witness the involved with nuclear arms conon Tuesday, except vacadestruction of the world — a three- trol," explains Marcina Cowart of
tions, during the academic
the UCS Arms Control Project.
foot diameter glotfe made of
year. Student subscriptions
chicken wire blown to bits by a
UCS organized similar teach-ins
are included in the student
"nuclear" explosion.
in 1969, she says, dealing with the
activities fee; other subissues around the Vietnam conflict.
scriptions are $12.00 per
And earlier, on November 11,
But while 69 colleges participated
year. The TRIPOD is printed
over 100,000 students on 150
then, the recent convocations on
by the Palmer Journal
campuses participated in a nationnuclear arms had over 150 particiRegister, Palmer, MA, and
wide . "teach-in" on nuclear arms
pating colleges. "We had to turn
published at Trinity College,
control sponsored by the Union of
. campuses down during the final
Hartford, CT. Advertising
Concerned Scientists (UCS),
week because we were running out
rates are $3.00 per column
The issue of nuclear warfare, in
of materials."
inch, $30.00 per eighth page
short, is popping up on campuses
and $55.00 per quarter page.
everywhere these days.
Cowart likens academia's new
No one is quite sure why it
interest in arms control to the
should be popping up just now.
Some observers believe the
higher volume of nuke talk in the
American intelligensia signals a
growing acceptance of nuclear
The Tripod welcomes and encourages Letters to the Editor.
arms proliferation. Other theories
claim it is the beginning of a new
All letters MUST be signed by the author, whose name will be
groundswell of opposition to
withheld upon request. Letters which are in poor taste or
nuclear armament. Some authorilibelous will not be printed. All letters MUST be typed and
ties even speculate it is a mass
double-spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m. Saturday. Please deliver all
example of Freud's Theory of the
letters via campus mail (box 1310) or to The Tripod World
Repressed — the initial, failed disHeadquarters in-the basement of Jackson Hall.
armament movement of the fifties
»nd sixties, returning to haunt us.
by David Gaede

The last occasion of my being in
Washington was when my father
appeared before the Supreme Court
irfan anti-trust case. There I saw the
system at work after questioning, as
I did during my previous visit,
whether the system even existed.
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Letters and Commentary

Sparks: Small is Beautiful
pajamas. T. R. limps up to me after
hockey practice and we go to the
Pub for some soda or just go downstairs and chat above the sounds of
Earl Klugh.
by Kate Meyers
So many people are willing to
Mark always greets me with a give a part of themselves to me.
quick kiss on my right cheek and Each separate piece shapes my
Ted can be counted on for a tight daily puzzle. They make me strong
squeeze as I pass him in the cave even in my states of confusion.
and Harold inquires about my They keep me smiling even when
health each day as I pass the Post my electric typewriter seems to be
Office. Kate rneets me in the getting the best of me. Just when I
Chapel parking lot before we par- am about to kick that loud machine
take in our daily jog. I run on the or throw it against the wall, the
inside and she runs on the outer phone will ring.
lane; the gossip gets pretty good by
It might be Jenny calling to fill
the time we pass the corner by me in on her happenings or to
CPTV and descend toward Cieri's. check out mine. It might be my
brother David telling me not to
Soraya and Anna tell bad jokes worry about my future. Or if it's
and we giggle through dinner. The Thursday night, I can besure that it
freshmen on my hall peep their will be Ben making sure that I
heads in my room, leave little notes know he and Chuck are watchine
on my door, and laugh at my Hill Street Blues in Joe's room. The
Editor's Note: This is the first ot
a series columns called Sparks.

four of us follow Frank Fuillo and
his fellow cops in action, cheering
for the romance, cringing at the
catastrophe, and drowning in the
Budweiser. A shared television
show, the kindness of a soothing
word, the effort of a passing smile,

the thought behind a note on my
door — these are the small things
that make life big and term papers
miniscule. And at the day's end, I
know that even if Carson's monologue is no good I can count on
Lenny to lift my spirits with a late-

night yell up to my window as he
passes on his walk back from the
library. Hartford is dark and all
may not be well with the world but
all is well with me because I know
there are people out there showing
me that they care.

&. Secret Santas Dampen
Christmas Spirit
To the Editor:
Around this time of year with
generous spirits in the air, I sit in my
room clenching my fists in frustration concerning the "Secret Santa"
ceremonies.
Adult College students running
around, hiding like children to
deliver their presents. I-suppose it's
good for people to get to know one
another because in the end Secret

; w mmm \m> m. so FAR.

Santas introduce each other. Yet, about gifts they receive,
what I've witnessed is appalling.
Between finals and Secret Santas,
^Students are actually complaining I haven't any spirit.
Sincerely,
The Grinch

Successful Efforts
To the college community,
T h e all-campus semester send-off
last Friday was a success because of
the efforts of many people. Larry
Torres and John Kalishman of the
Student Government Planning
Board, and its President Cara
Bachenheimer, did much of the
organizing, as didAnne Collins of
the
Student
Government
Association. Numerous other
members of these two organizations
helped to deliver the invitations and
to set up and serve at the cocktail
party. The workers in the Print
Shop printed the posters and in-

vitations on short notice and did a
super job. Most important, though,
were the students, faculty members,
and administrators who attended
the affair. For them, this effort was
made, and without them it would
have failed. It is unfortunate that
more members of the college community found it impossible to
come. However, I think those that
did had an- enjoyable time and will
remember the cooperative spirit in
which this event was conceived and
planned.
Sincerely,
Ted Hartsoe,
SGA. Ai-Large Representative

Buzzing. About the Bomb
continued from page 4
"For better or worse, probably
for worse, the old attitude of the
horror of using nuclear weapons
has subsided somewhat," says Dr.
Donald Snow, a political science
professor at the University of Alabama. Snow organized the Tuscaloosa UCS teach-in.i.

For D@lioi®m\ Pizza and '
Hot Owen Grinders
Call
itwill

yow'amwal.
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"Nuclear
proliferation
is
becoming a public issue," Snow
says, and the changing technology
and politics of nuclear arms control
have made it a subject of academic
interest. Snow wants to 'sensitize,
n o t frighten' his students about the
issue.
""
But he worries that academia's
involvement in and discussion of
nuclear warfare may even desensitize studeritsr"TtV the old
question of 'If you think more
about the unthinkable, does it then
become less unthinkable?"
"If you leave it in the dark, it's
m u c h worse than discussing it in
t h e open," advises David Gross, a
University of Colorado intellectual
Warm &Toasty
AFGHANI SOCKS

.Phone'287 New Britain Av®,
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
Hechard Staron, prop<

247-0234
Hand Pointed All Cotton
tinderthlngs & Socks

history professor. "What you don't
see can hurt you."
Gross speculates that academia'i
revival interest in nuclear warfare
issues is partly a return of concerns
repressed decades ago. "Freud says
that if you repress something long
enough, it will come back. Over the
next months this thing is going to
, affect more than universities. It
won't be equal to the movement
we're now seeing in Europe, but
Americans are getting more and
more concerned over the implications of nuclear war. And I think it
can only help."
Gross believes recent "saber rattling" by the Reagan administration
has also expanded awareness of the
issue.
"I think people are just beginning to be aware that nuclear war is
not out of the question. There is
anxiety. Academia is partially •
picking up on that anxiety, and
partially creating it. It's hard to say
which is causing which."
To be sure, the issue is causing
more student study.
Alabama, Georgetown, UCLA,
Cornell and Columbia are just a
few of the schools that now offer
classes dealing with nuclear arms
control. .
. '
Stanford even offers graduate
programs in arms control in addition to undergraduate courses on
subjects like "Arms Control and
National Security," which now has
an enrollment of 140 students,
"I think that .teaching students
about nuclear arms control from all
perspectives of the issue is the best
way to make them aware of the real
implications," Drell says.
"There may be greater concern
about the issue today, but the
problem has always been there.
Now it just has a constituency."
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Hartford
First District Congressional
Race Nears Showdown
by David R. Lindquist
The First District Congressional
race to fill the vacancy created by
the death of" William R. Cotter last
September is nearing the January 12
finish line. The Democratic
nominee, Barbara B. Kennelly is
already welfinto her campaign, and
the Republican candidate will be
chosen in a primary today.
Squaring off for the Republican
nomination are former Hartford
Mayor Ann P. Uccello, and Colleen
Howe, the wife of hockey star Gordie Howe. Uccello boasts a record
of political accomplishment that includes four years on the Hartford
City Council, four years as mayor,
an almost-successful bid for
Congress in 1970 (she was 1165

votes short of defeating William
Cotter), and six years on -the Department of Transportation in
Washington, D.C. Howe has been
head of Howe Enterprises, and has
negotiated hockey and advertising
contracts for her husbands and
sons. The current political wisdom
is that Uccello will win the primary
nomination.
Both these Republicans hold
similar views: effective crime prevention, a strong national defense,
and a balanced federal budget.
Both Uccello and Howe have enthusiastically endorsed most of
President Reagan's domestic and
foreign policy programs.
The Democratic nominee, Barbara Kennelly, daughter of
Democratic Party Boss John M.

Bailey, has served on the Hartford
City council and has been Secretary
of the State since 1978. She favors
the liberal program advocated by
Representative Cotter and his
colleagues in the U. S. House of
Representatives.
The outcome of the January 12
election is likely to be close for
several reasons. First,
the
Republicans will be making their
strongest effort to win this seat
since 1970. Second, both Uccello
(the likely Republican) and Kennelly are strong, well-known politicians. Lastly, Democratic voter
turnout here tends to be low in winter special elections. This will help
the Republicans. However, Mrs.
Kennelly holds the edge because
this is a heavily Democratic district
and has been so since 1959.

'Hartford Notes
by David R. Lindquist

Booker Nominated
For State House
The Hartford Democratic Town
Committee has nominated Ervin
Booker, Jr., an employee of Northeast Utilities and a member of the
town committee, for the 7th State
Assembly district vacated by Mayor
Thirman L. Milner.
George Foster-Bey, one of. the
two candidates denied the party
nomination, said that he has submitted enough signatures to the
secretary of the state's office to appear as an independent on the
January 12 ballot. The Republicans
haven't yet decided whether they
will field a candidate in this North
End district that traditionally elects
Democrats to the State House of
Representatives.
f
Mayor Milner, the representative
from this district since 1979, announced that he will endorse the
candidate the Concerned Citizens

Club of the 7th district chooses to
support, after their meeting this
week. Booker is expected to receive
their endorsement as well, and win
the general election.

Two Announce
For Congress
Two aspirants for the Democratic
nomination
in
the
Sixth
Congressional District (northwest
Connecticut) have announced their
candidacies. Both State Sen.
William E. Curry, Jr., of Farmington, and State Sen. Clifton A.
Leonhardt of Avon are young
liberals in their second terms in the
Senate. The two Senators advocate
the
'progressive
liberalism'
pioneered by Franklin Roosevelt
and Lyndon Johnson including expanded social programs.
Curry and Leonhardt are expected to be joined by several other
Democrats in pursuit of the
nomination, including State Sen.
Cornelius O'Leary of Windsor

Hartford's Festival of Lights features on Constitution Plaza downtown
until Christmas. The many bright and colorful displays have been visible
Locks, and State Rep. Gardner
to visitors since late November.
Wright of Bristol.
Mr. Coleman was fired iri Ocnight at the 1981 Emmy awards dinner sponsored by the New England tober by WFSB because ot
Chapter of the National Academy disagreements with management in
editorial philosophy and reporting
of Television Arts & Sciences.
Alan H. Nevas, an attorney from
The station received the award style.
Westport, was sworn in Friday as
for investigative reporting • for a
Another Connecticut Station,
Connecticut's new U.S. Attorney
series on Hartford Probate Court WVIT-TV of New Britain won the
by Chief U. S. District Judge T.
reported by Les Coleman, head of Emmy award for outstanding news
Emmet Clarie. Nevas was appoin- .
the WFSB "I-Team." WFSB also reporting by a news team, for
ted by Senator Lowell Weicker to
won
awards for editorials and coverage of the Ku Klux Klan in
succeed Michael Blumenthal.
achievement in videography.
Connecticut.
Immediately Nevas called for a
meeting of State and local law enforcement officials to discuss how
the U.S. Attorney's office can help
Former State Senate Majority proceedings involving the State.
stop crime in Connecticut. Nevas
Leader Joseph I. Lieberman of New
Ajello said that he has always
> said that he will emphasize inHaven has announced that he will favored consolidating these funcvestigations in the areas of violent
be a candidate for the Democratic tions into an elective office. He
crime, drug enforcement, organized
nomination for State Attorney noted that Lieberman never mencrime, white collar crime, and
General^ Lieberman is prepared to tioned this consolidation until the
public corruption.
enter into a primary with two-term announcement on Friday and is
incumbent Carl R. Ajello of An- supporting it out of "political
sonia.
motivation".
Lieberman called for changes in
Ajello said that the party will
the duties of the Attorney General
Hartford's WFSB-TV News which would make that office only nominate candidates for
received three awards Saturday
responsible for 'strong and swift statewide office it feels can win.
enforcement' of criminal statutes Lieberman, said Ajello, "has lost
and criminal prosecutions. These an awful lot of elections." Lieberfunctions are currently the respon- man lost the nomination for Lt.
sibility of the U. S. Attorney's of- Governor in 1978 and was defeated
fice. Currently, the State Attorney in a bid for the Third District
General only deals with civil Congressional seat in 1980.

Nevas Becomes
New U.S. Attorney

Ueberman Runs For Attorney General

WFSB Wins Three
Emmy Awards
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The Tripod Wishes
The Trinity
Community a Very
Happy Holiday
Season

The Christinas season was celebrated Dec. 6 at Trinity during the Lessons and Carols service in the chapel

And a Promising
New Year.

DURING THIS WINTER
DON'T BE LEFT
IN THE COLD
Warm up with the Tripod
Join us at our first meeting
next semester.
Wednesday, Jan 20,1982
7:15 p.m>,
Tripod World Headquarters,
Jackson Basement.
Start the New Year on the right foot
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Arts/Entertainment
Trinity's Jesters Give Bizarre Bazaar
by Karen Webber
The Friday night opening of the Jester's Winter Reps proved to be
quite a smorgasbord of entertainment, complete with dead fish, twentypound turkeys, actors crawling on the stage, and soldiers wearing oxygen
masks and tutus. The choice of the three plays was daring and the
overall presentation, although inconsistent, was fun to watch.
€6

Crawling Arnold 55

Crawling Arnold, by Jules Feiffer, began the line-up. Written as a
spoof on America in the 50's, the time of the "perfect" homelife, the
fear of the Russians syndrome, and racial discrimination, the play concerns an older couple and their 35-year old son, Arnold (Jim Bolton),
who has regressed to the crawling stage because he resents all the attention paid to his new-born brother.
Joan Thompson gave a wonderfully convincing portrayal of Grace,
the doting and polite mother of Arnold. Her line delivery was precise
and she had a nice sense of comic timing with her light and funny touch.
Often, however, she had her back turned to a third of the audience,
closing off her performance to them. Mathew Bradley gave a solid characterization of Barry Enterprise and interracted well with his wife,
although he might have played the role a little less angrily.
Jim Bollon's Arnold did not come off as the neurotic and childlike
character he should have. His weighty attitude did not convince me of
his disability; I felt no sympathy for him because he did not let me.
Louise Bond as Miss Sympathy was just right in her role as the social
worker. She lacked a lighter side, however, and her overly analytical
scenes with Arnold dragged. Sue Granger had a great deal of potential
as Millie, but it was never realized. Instead, she became a mere prop,
sometimes used, but never enn

Louise C. Bond as Miss Sympathy, and Jim Bolton as Arnold, have a talk session on the floor.

The play is disturbing because" it ask.s us to take lightly its violence,
like when the Moon's hand is torn off. As the other two plays do, it
raises questions as to what the playwright is really trying to say. Todd
Van Amburgh's ability as a director is illustrated in his undertaking of a
piece of this nature and pulling it together so well.

i c

an Bain, Kwaku Sintim-Misa and JamfEvansTefuT^

Action''

Action, by Sam Shepard, was perhaps the most challenging piece of
the evening, The character's world is one of blood, guts, and gore.
The four players, Michael Isko, Mark Kraft, Mary Goodman and
Snliy Schwager each had their strong moments, as well as their
inadequacies. Isko's Shooter was too nervous from the start. Instead of supressing his energy and occasionally letting it burst forth, he
used it too much and it became monotonous,
Kraft as Jeep made the same mistake. Both actors could have used the
audience more, particularly in their long dramatic pieces. Some of
Isko's finest moments were delivered from his blue winged-back chair,
although the beauty of his monologue was lost because he neither took
his time nor used the audience.
Mary Goodman's Liza was so angry all the time that 1 never quite got
a sense of who her character actually was, Sally Schwager was the
stronger in her role of Lupe. She portrayed her character with conviction and had a good sense of timing.
Part of the dramatic power of this play was lost, not to Cynthia
William's direction but because of the actors themselves. They basically
didn't listen to each other enough. Each line became a different picture,
as a result they bombarded the audience with a group of overlapping
pictures that was without much sense. During a funny scene or a
mistake jji the performance, they sometimes lost concentration and
broke character. Williams, however, had a good sense of Shepard's interpretation and sculpted the play accordingly.

The play was generally enjoyable but weaker than the following two,
due.to what I. felt was the initial misconception of director Jonathan
Moore, The characters should have been broader and, niore universal as
their names (Enterprise and Sympathy) implied. Instead, they were too
narrow and realistic, basically missing what I saw as Feiffer's point.

"The Baby Elephant' V
Bertolt Brecht is never easy to understand, and his play The Baby
Elephant proved no exception. If the viewer tried to make sense of this
production, they wasted their time. As the character Polly Baker said in
the beginning, "If you want something that makes sense, go to the
toilet!"
•
The nonsensical narrative served as a vehicle for the underlying
message of the play. 1 am torn as to what that message actually is,
although the theme "soldiers are murderers" is high on my list. Brect attacks the military and the theatre simultaneously. He destroys theatrical
illusion by breaking1 the so-called "fourth wall" and using the audience
as a participant in the story/game.
A team of strong actors led this generally competent cast. Kwaku Sintim-Misa gave an energetic and captivating performance as the Banana
Tree and Judge of the Jungle. Co-actor Jane Evans was a marvelous
Moon, and the interaction between the Moon and the Tree kept the pace
of the play moving. Jordan Bain as Galy Gay, the baby elephant, had
the right amount of cutsie and Elliot Katz as his mother was just
repulsive enough to make them a great pair. The soldiers worked well
together as an ensemble although they might have been cruder and'
ruder for a more convincing portrayal.
When the play was performed in the Pub last Monday and Wednesday nights, the place was alive with the energy that Brecht thrives on.
The comraderie between the soldiers and the audience worked belter
there than in the semi-sterile atmosphere of Garmany Hall,

Action features (left to right) Mark Kraft, Sally Schwager, and Michael Isko. Not shown is Mary Goodman.
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by A. Marc Ackerman
December 5th from 8:30 to 11 pm
was certainly one of Trinity's finest
hours as James C. Humes staged a
performance of his nationally
renowned impersonation of
Winston Churchill. The two-act
tribute to the former British prime
minister was presented; by the Alpha
Delta Phi fraternity and attracted a
healthy audience in the Washington
Room.
•''.
The curtains parted to reveal Sir
Winston (as the play is entitled), at
the ruddy age of seventy, reflecting
light-heartedly upon his fascinating
career in the service of Great Britain. Humes' conservative dress,
stately countenance and resonant
voice combined to form a surprisingly accurate, living replica of the
statesman.
Darting, casually, from clever1
anecdote to sobering drama to
shocking cliffhanger, Humes expertly led his audience through
Churchill's early childhood,
military service, and initial rise to
power. The actor relished each
situation he spoke of just as if he
had experienced them firsthand.
This noticeable self-absorbtion
helped immeasurably in allowing
the audience to cultivate a flavor

for the real Churchill.
Never at a loss for words, Churchill was often characterized as
somewhat of a humorist owing to
the bitingly cynical but witty
remarks he is credited with. Humes
incorporated many such immoral
quips into his monologue, much to
the delight of the audience. Of particular amusement were moments
when Churchill temporarily ignored
the properties of an English
gentlemen in favor of putting an arrogant opponent in his place.
Mr. Humes himself is no less of
ah intriguing personality than the
man he so remarkably portrays.
The man's career has taken him,
among other places, to the White
House, where he served in the
capacity
of
presidential
speechwriter under three different
administrations. His resume also includes positions a s ' lawyer,
legislator, diplomat, author, and
television personality.
His travels in Sir Winston have
brought Humes international fame.
Most recently,, he has been requested to immortalize this role for
public television's Masterpiece
Theatre. To be sure, his performance at Trinity was one Of the
most pleasant events up with which
we were happy to put,(!)

James C. Humes in his role as Winston Churchill.

Tropical Jazz Lacks Pizzazz
by Floyd Higgins
The jazz age must be credited
with ushering in a whole" mentality
concerning the use of conventional
instruments in a new and eclectic
milieu. These new sonorities often
level themselves surprisingly well to
jazz styleJanet Grice, jazz bassoonist,
presented her Brazilian jazz group
in a program in the Washington
Room last Saturday night. Despite
its rather awkward'appearance, Ms.
Grice convincingly demonstrated
the potential of" the bassoon as a
jazz instrument. The sound is much
like that of a saxophone, but without its sharp edge. Unfortunately,
despite attempts at electrification,
the mellow sound was poorly amplified into the room. Nonetheless,

I think that 1 should like to hear
more of this sound.
What, I should like to have heard
less of was the ensembJe. .Posters
advertising this event listed the
countries of origin of the seven
players,
essentially
Spanish
speaking Latin and South American
countries, but including a Japanese
drummer. Clearly, this reasonably
sound eclectic approach fell
squarely on its face. The consistency in style which one would hope
for from one musician to the next
was lacking tremendously. Individually, some members played
particularly well, such as Spanish
pianist Tomas San Miguel, who is
really wasting his time and talent
playing with this group.
The most depressing aspect of the
night's performance was the poor
overall impression of their jazz

Cinestudio Features
by Francie Norris
In this next week, the movies at
Cinestudio promise to be entertaining and certainly diverse:
Dec. 16-19 — Cutter's Way
(1980) and Eye of the Needle (1981)
— Cutter's Way, directed by Ivan
Passer, stars Jeff Bridges, John
Heard and Lesa Eichhorn. The
story centers around a young man
accused of murder who is befriended by a Vietnam veteran and his
wife, who try to help him. Fine acting by the three young principal
players make this unusual story
entertaining. Eye of.the Needle,
directed by Richard Marquand,
casts Donald Sutherland, Stephen
Mackenna, and Philip Martin
Brown. This well-made spy adventure follows the adventure^ of the
last Nazi spy in wartime England
who finds out about the soon-to-be
launched Allied invasion and must
reach a U-boat waiting for his
signal. Showtimes 7:30, 9:50 P.M.
Dec. 20-22 - Adam's Rib (1949)
and The Harvey Girls (1946) Adam's Rib is directed by George
Cukor and written by Ruth Gordon
and Garson
Kanin.
This
sophisticated comedy, starring

Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn,'
and Judy ^Holiday, pits Tracy
against Hepburn as husband and
wife lawyers: he prosecuting and
she defending a woman who shot
her cheating husband. The Harvey
Girls, directed by George Sidney,
stars Judy Garland, John Hodiak,
Ray Bolger, and Angela Lansbury.
The movie follows a group of winsome young women who travel to
the wild west to work as waitresses
in a Fred Harvey restaurant. Colorful dances and songs contribute to
this light-hearted western musical
comedy.
Dec. 19 - Casino Royale (1967)
— An amusing satire of Ian Fleming's first James -Bond novel.
Directed by John Houstion, the
movie stars David Niven (as Bond),
Peter Sellers, Woody Allen, Orson
Welles, and Ursula Andress. In the
movie James Bond is yanked out of
retirement by the NATO secret services to stop SMERSH's attempt to
rule the world. The lunacy that
follows varies with each of the five
directors involved, from assured to
incoherent, but a splendid time is
guaranteed for all. Showtime 2:00
P.M.

professionalism, Ms. Grice and her
vocalist Mili Bermcjo paraded
about on center stage like little girls
playing, with their ^ toys.. Furthermore, the monkey-lfke gyrations of'
Ms. Bermejo were terribly distracting. Tied with her for the weakest
musical performance was the one
Brazilian in the group, Cyro Ciari,
controlling percussion. This man,
obviously playing to the beat of a
different drummer, liberally played
any percussion instrument he could
lay his hands on.
Even beyond the distractions, the
music perished. One got the impression they were trying to kill a
dead ant. Yet, there is potential
here; Ms. Brice and Mr. San Miguel
played very well and the electric
bassoon impressed me very much.
However, I urge this group to quit
now while they're behind.

Music of Change
Si Kahn, a folksinger with three
albums and 300 songs to his credit,
and an organizer with roots in the
civil rights and labor movements,
will bring his "music of change" to
Trinity on'January 21 at 7:30 P.M.
in the Washington Room. Appearing with Kahn will be Bread-andRoses, a new but noted group of
women from the Hartford area who
sing progressive folk music in
English, Yiddish, Zulu, and other
languages. The'event is a benefit, for
the Connecticut Citizen Action
Group (CCAG) and is co-sponsored
byTrinity-ConnPIRG.
Kahn'sjrmsic has been praised by
concert-goers across the country.
His music invites the audience to
participate; and he has the unique
ability to make them feel at home.

That unique quality stems from his
longtime involvement in the civilrights and labor movements — he
was involved in the JP Stevens
organizing drive fictionalized in the
. film Norms Rae. and he is- the^
author of two booksTon organizing.
He has learned his trade weli,
however, for his songs are praised
by musicians and critics for their
musical quality, as well as for their
political content. The Chicago
Tribune called "Home" (Flying
Fish FF 207) "one or the. ten best
records of 1980."
Bread and Roses had their debut
at International Women's Day,
sponsored by Women "for Racial
and Economic Equality (WREE) in
March of 1981; they have since
found a growing audience in the
Hartford area.

Nutcracker Returns
by Francie Norris

In conjunction with the holiday
season", the Hartford Ballet. Com' pany Will be performing Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite, beginning
The first rehearsal of the choir this week. The showtimes are Dec.
.hat will perform at the festival ser17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23 and 26-30,
'ice commemorating the 50th anni- with performances beginning at
'ersary of the chapel was held this 8;00 p.m. Matinees are on Dec. 19
and 20 beginning at 2:30 p.m., and
|past Tuesday.
Dec. 24 beginning at 5:00 p.m. NutUnder Chapel Music Director
cracker will be performed by the
ohn Rose, the group will hold two
Hartford Ballet Company under the
(additional rehearsals before perdirection of Mike Uthoff, who has
'orming at the February 7 service.
been with the Company since 1972.
Membership in this choir, which
The Hartford Ballet Company
currently numbers 45, is open to all
persons in the Trinity community. grew out of the School of Hartford
The second rehearsal will be held on Ballet, founded in 1960, and
anuary 26. AH interested persons became established in 1971.
|are advised to contact the chapel or • Needless to say these well establishloh n Rose.
ed institutions of ballet attract

Reminder

photo by A. Marp ACfcSfman

talented dancers from all over the
country. Dancers for the Hartford
Ballet Company work qrj a yearround contract. The Company
sponsors many other companies
from all over the United States.
This past October the Hartford
Ballet sponsored the celebrated
Martha Grahm Co. from New York
City. Other than the "Nutcracker"
the Hartford Ballet plans to stage
Carmina Burana, starting January
28th and running through the 30th.
As in other productions, the
Hartford Ballet will use double and
triple casting for each role. According to Joy Thompson, market
associate for the Hartford Ballet,
the Nutcracker promises to be a
well-performed and 'entertaining
piece of work."
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More Sports
Racquetmen
Remain
Undefeated

Goodbye Superduck and Sparwasser
Although this is the fourth edition of Tuesday Afternoon to appear in the Tripod it is the first one 1 have written as the sports
editor and that, to me at least, makes it a little special. For that
reason today's Tuesday Afternoon will concern itself with the
recent history of the Tripod-sports section. It is this history that
makes it both easy and hard to step in as sports editor of the
Tripod.
It's hard to say when things hit rock bottom. One could point
to September 9, 1975 when the Tripod sports section was one
page, half of which was the fall sports schedule, or the day in
December when sports moved off the back page, relegated instead
to pages 14 and 15. There are still other outstanding moments in
Tripod sports.
One twelve page issue had a single page of sports topped with
the headline "Bantams Kick Asses". Now-a-days the staff would
only joke about using such headlines.
1976 saw little improvement untiMVlay. That's when the first
issue of the Tripod with Nick Noble as sports editor came out,
and it is safe to say the improvement was noticeable. Immediately

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman

^___

put into the past were authors by the names of "superduck",
"the chief", and "sparwasser". Suddenly all the skewed lines
were straight, headlines fit the spaces assigned to them, and pictures even had cut lines.
For the next three years Nick Noble produced an excellent sports
section and coincidently (or maybe not) the entire Tripod began
to look better. Another date that deserves mention is October 4,
1977. That was the Tuesday when Noble's column "Sports Scence
1
From the Summit" first appeared on page 15 where it would
become a fixture.
it is probably futile to attempt to describe the amount of work
Noble put into the Tripod. This is best illustrated by the fact that

in the September 12, 1978 issue, in addition to his column, Noble
-•wrote the Women's Tennis, Field Hockey, Men's Soccer, and
Freshmen Football articles along with laying out and producing
the sports section, a task that can take up to twenty hours.
The perfect compliment to Noble was Nancy Lucas. She was
co-sports editor with Noble his senior year. While Noble
preferred to cover women's sports, l.ucus enjoyed the men's
sports, creating an ideal situation. Oeassionally l.ucus would
even write Sports Scence From the Summit.
Upon Noble's graduation, but not his departure as he quickly
assumed the position of Sports Information Director, Lucus
stepped in solo. The quality of the section did not drop. The section continued to cover at least three pages and often four. The
most outstanding feature of Lucus's reign was the coverage of last
fall's football championship season. The back page layout was
always excellent, featuring superb pictures and game statistics.
Last December the rule of the sports section passed on to Bill
Gregg. Gregg is now'editor of the Tripod and as sports editor he,
at least in the office, is my superior and with that in mind let me
say that he did an excellent, job of running the sports section.
This fall Martha Townes took over as sports editor. All I can
say is good things about her. She is an excellent technician in the
Tripod office. Her layouts are.well done and she has done a particularly good job of securing a regular group of writers. From a
personal point of view she has improved my writing, often having
to fight me to do it, and has put up with my Redskin mania which
often caused my articles to come in late Sunday night. One of the
best aspects of my stepping in as sports editor is that she is now
Managing Editor, and along with Gregg, gives me two I rouble
shooters to turn to.
Due to the efforts of Noble, Lucus, Gregg and Townes, I am
left with very few improvements to make and thai makes the job
easy. 1 do hope the Tuesday Afternoon will prove entertaining
and informative but outside that there will be lew changes.
The hard part of the job is living up to the standards set in the
last four and a half years. One thing is for sure, "superduck" will
never write for the Tripod for a long, long time.

toy Sandy Momighnn

Eli Hold Off Late Trin Charge; Varsity 4-1
continued from page 12

added 14 points and nine boards in
the winning dTori, which was
Trinity could only manage to secure decided by the ten minute mark of
a 29-27 lead after the opening half Ihe final half.
against its swarming .opponents
Trin played its lone home game
before putting the game away in the of the week on Thursday evening,
final half.
blowing out an obviously outBates was. the offensive source, classed Western Connecticut team
scoring 17 points and grabbing a by 31 points, 82-51, the highest ofgame-high 13 rebounds, as the fensive production /for the Bants
sophomore guard continues his fine thus far this season.
early-season play, whilij Cailahan
The hosts had racked up ten

points before the visitors managed
to break up the shuloul, and built
up an 11 point lead that stood at 3K27 al the half. Cailahan and Bates
once again were in the Bantam
spotlight, each tallying 16 points,
with Cailahan garnering ten
rebounds, as Trinity out-rebounded
its smaller foes, 37-16 for the contest. The bench was cleared in the
second half, allowing the Bant
reserves an opportunity to ac-

cumulale some playing time. For
the game, Wynter ended wilh 12
points, followed by Meancy with
nine, while Pat Sclafani and Ron
Carrol each contributed eight points.
Coach Stan Ogrodnik's troops
will now take two weeks off, next
returning to action in the Trinity
Christmas Invitational Tournament, which will be held at Ferris
on Dec. 27-28 with Eastern Connecticut, Bowdoin, and Herbert H.
Lehmen, participating. The Bantams then break again before
traveling to Alaska to play the
University of Alaska-Anchorage on
Jan. 14-15, the longest away games
since the Trinity cugers voyaged to
Havana two years ago to play the
Cuban National Team.

The Bantam Men's Squash team
remains undefeated after a victory
over MIT on Friday, December
Hlh.
MIT fielded an unexpectedly fine
group of squash players, but were
not tough enough to challenge the
Bantams. The Varsity defeated
MIT 8-1, with only a few of the
matches going into extra points.
The" odd seeded players started
first, winning 5 of the 6 matches.
Number one Peter DeRose, after
having been sick all week, smashed
his opponent 3-0. Playing at number three, Doug Burbank ran his
opponent into the ground 3-0. Sandy Monaghan produced another
decisive victory at number five,
winning 3-0. MIT attained their sole
victory of the evening when their
number seven player defeated An-'
drew Kmery 3-1. Van Dillon at
number nine, returning after having
taken a year off from school, won
3-1. The final victory of this first
group was an exhibition match at
number ten, with Art Strome winning 3-0.
Next came the even seeded
players, all winning in fine style.
Bill Doyle led the group with a 3-0
victory at number two. John Conway, the Bantam's number four
player, breezed 3-0. Michael
peorgy displayed phenomenal
strength at number six, powering
nis'way toward a 3-0 victory. The
highlight of (he evening was Ted
Wheeler's match at the number
eight spot. Wheeler rallied from a
1-0 deficit to take a 2-1 lead. The
fourth game began slowly for
Wheeler, but he bounced back and
held on to win the game 15-12, and
the match 3-1. The J.V. crushed
MIT 9-0, with every player winning
easily.
Both teams put on a fine display
and will try to continue the undefeated streak after the Holidays.
The Bantams will return on the 15th
of January to prepare for Dartmouth on the 22nd. The next home
match will be a round-robin on
January 29 and 30.

The International Association of Students
in Economics and business Management
New Mem'bBW.saiW!lnterested Observers
are Welcome.
Short meetings held every Tuesday Night
at 9:00 P.M.
(Downstairs in Mather)

Pat Sclafani (#11) and Jim Bates corner a Yale player as he looks for an open teammate.

phl,0bystephfin K Galrn n

Merry Christmas
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More Sports
Women's Basketball Rolls Through Opponents
by Linda Letourneau
The women's basketball team goes
into the Christmas vacation with a
perfect 5-0 record.
Last Monday the Bantams
traveled to Our Lady' of the Elms
where they drove through and
defeated the Elms, 74-55. Fueled1 by
the roar of trie home crowd, the
Elms started strong, but the Lady
Bantams held off the early charge
and pulled away to win easily. High
scorer for the game was Karen Orczyk with 19 points. Following her
were Karen Rodgers and Chris
Lofgren with 16 points apiece, and
Debbie Priestly with 14 points.
Lofgren led the Bants with 12
rebounds while* Orczyk and
Rodgers paced Trin with eight steals
each. For the game Trinity shot
56% from the floor while the Bantam defense caused the Elms to
make only 36% of their field goals.
On Thursday Western Connecticut State College visited Trinity.
In a tough game the Bantams pulled

ahead and defeated WSCS 66-58.
The game started off slowly for the
Bantams, but after a few minutes of
sluggish play Trin came on strong.
High scorers for the game were
Rodgers with 20 points/followed by
Orczyk with 16 points and Priestly
with 12 points. Terri Johnson led
the team with six assists and
Lofgren again was high rebounder
with 13. Orczyk added five steals,
giving her a team leading 37 for the
season.
Orczyk also leads a group of four
players which are averaging over ten
points a game. Besides Orczyk (16.2
points per game), Rodgers (14.0), i
Priestley (13.6), and Lofgren all :
sport double figure averages. ;
Lofgren also leads the team in
rebounds, pulling in 12 a game.
The team returns to Trinity early,
January 15th, to begin two-a-day
practices. The opener of the postvacation campaign comes on
January 2lst, at home, against the
University of Hartford.

Karen Orczyk heads past a Western Connecticut player on her way to the basket after one of her five steals.

Fencing Rebuilds;
Men's and Women's
Teams Start Slowly
Last Thursday the Fencing Team wins by Tim Martin (3-5, 2-5) and
dropped its second match of the Ed Sharp (2-5).
season, losing to Brown University.
The epee team had an off night,
The men' fell 17-10, while the taking only one match, with Steve
women were toppled 13-3. Despite Dynan defeating Brown's number
this loss, which is added to another one epee fencer. The.women's team
at the hands of Concord Carlisle, was aptly led by Cathy Waliert who
the team is looking towards its posk contributed the team's only three
vacation lineup, commencing with wins, giving her a 5-3 record for the
an away meet at Yale on January season.
27th,
•;
The full team will look to im-,
The match against Brown wit- prove its record next semester with
nessed a strong showing by the a schedule that will be both busy
men's foil team. Led by Vladimir and competitive. With twelve new
Dimanshteyen's three wins, the foil members and five returning memteam won six out of a total of nine bers, the team has had to work hard
matches. Also contributing to the grooming a completely new men's
foil team's success was Andy Faunt- epee team and women's team. If the
leroy, a freshman, who won two of Bantams hope to repeat as New
his first three matches at Trinity, England champs the squad will
4-5 and 3-5. The sabre team added have to improve during the second
another three to Trin's total with . semester.
A scene from fencing's losing effort against Brown.

phot o by David
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Would you like
to spend the

FALL
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?
The Jacob Hiatt Institute in Israel
OFFERS YOU
• a focus on Israel: its politics, history, social development, art
and architecture
• study trips throughout Israel, including an extended stay on a
kibbutz and in a development town
• courses conducted in English
• a strong program in Hebrew language study, beginning with s
summer ulpan
• a small learning community, with students from all over the
United States
• Brandeis credit
• financial aid
APPLICATION For further information, see yourStudyAbroadadvisoror write:

DEADLINE:
MARCH IS

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 (617)647-2422

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
It is the policy of Brandeis University not to discriminate against any jppllcam o n the basis
of race, color, religion, sex, age, national o r i j l n . o f (he presence o l any handicap,

IN THE ARENA
Score
Men's Variety Basketball
vs. MIT
-.... 60-46.
vs. Western Conn
82-51
vs. Yale
45-53
Men's J. V. Basketball
vs. Loomis
80-63 .
70-69
vs. Yale
Hockey
vs. Conn. College ...,
7-4 . . .
2-4
vs. WestfieldSt
Women's Varsity Basketball — . . . vs. Our Lady of the E l m s . . . . .77-55 .
•'
'•
''"•' v s . Western Conn. State.... .66-58
Men's Varsity Squash . . . . . . . . . . . . , vs. M I T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 - 1 . . .
...........9-0...
Men's J.V. Squash. — . . . . . . . . . . , vs. M I T . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . 10-17.
Men's Fencing
yj. Brown...
3-13 ..
Women's Fencing
.vs. Brown

Team" .
Record
.4-1
.2-2
,3-2
.5-0
. 2-0
.3-0
.0-2
.0-2

Reminder that intramural signups for Volleyball, Basketball, and Badminton close December I5th.

Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & UQUORS
21S New Britain Awe, Hartford, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner

Sports
Hoopsters Valiant Effort at Yale Falls Short
by Anthony Fischctti
And they'll remember this one as
the week they played Yale. The varsity basketball team demolished two
lesser opponents in preparation for
its highly-touted journey to New
Haven, to take on Division 1
Bulldogs of Yale University, where
the Bantams put up a fiercely competitive effort before succumbing
by a 53-45 count. The 2-1 week
opened with a 60-46 victory at MIT;
followed by an 82-51 demolition of
Western Connecticut, at Ferris,
leaving Trinity with an impressive
4-1 record as the team breaks for
the holidays.
Trinity was sky-high for the encounter against Yale on Saturday
night,
emerging
from
the
lockerroom for the opening tap
looking like a team with a mission.
The visitors hung close for much of
the first half, slowing the game
down and looking for the highpercentage shot, ill-able to afford
poor shot selection against their
stronger, quicker opponents.
And quick and strong they were,
as the hosts employed an impenetrable zone that was quite active, not allowing any inside passes
whatsoever, as the Bantams were
continually forced to pass the ball
around'the outside in the hope that
an open jumpshot might emerge,
Guard Jim Bates (10 pts.), and forward Jim Callahan (10 pts.) were
providing the offense via some 15 to
20 foot jumpers as Trin hung close,
trailing 14-12 after some eight
• minutes of play.
The visitors suffered through a
six minute scoring drought that
allowed Yale to open up a margin
of six points, 24-18, as the buzzer
sounded for the intermission. In the
opening half, center Carl Rapp took
to the floor for the first time this
season'testing out his-recently injured ankle that has prevented him
from playing thus far. The results
were not favorable, as the 6'7"
senior Co-captain was forced to
leave the contest after a short stint,

im Bates (#30) drives against a Yale defender, Bates scored 11 points against the Eli, but that was not enough as Yale held off the Bants, The
Basketball team host the Christmas Invitational Tourney Dec. 27 and Dec. 28 with Eastern, Bowdoin and Lehman participating, photo by Stephen K. Geiiman
once
anu did not return. Absent nnce
n»cf«i-o
Wynter again*, with the clock Trinity deficit was six points with
pesteredri v.,,
by »i,o
the D..IU«_
Bulldog t—i
backcourti
again, and desperately missed inside
press, which made it a chore for the
showing three minutes remaining, just under a minute to play, virwas Roger Coutu, who is still out
Bants to get the ball into the fore- sinking a free throw to pull the Ban- tually deciding matters.
w
>th a bad knee.
In sum, the Bants played a fine
court. Luckily, stcady-as-a-rock
tarns even closer, as Trin found itCallahan took it upon himself to
garne, utilizing their strengths and
senior Co-captain John Meaney
self behind by only a bucket, 43-41.
Pick up much of the slack against
once again refused to allow any
It was here that Yale managed to minimizing their weaknesses against
Yale, drilling some of his patented
costly and needless turnovers.
cement its victory, as the Bulldogs a talented, extremely physical foe.
W'sting shots from the baseline,
decided to hold the ball out in a Trinity had given Yale all it could
The Bants refused to relent, and
whUe Dave Wynter (also in double
hung within striking distance stall, protecting its shaky two point handle for over 38 minutes before
"gures with 10 pts.) tried to open
throughout the final half of play. lead. With a minute and a half left finally going down in defeat by
up the .middle with some quick
Trinity went for the steal, failed, eight points.
Callahan hit to make it 39-35 with
drives off the passing-game offense
and Yale wound up with a Iayup to
Earlier in the week the Bantams
seven
minutes
left,
and
three
against the Eli zone.
make the margin four points. When had traveled to Cambridge, where
minutes later Wynter connected on
Yale took advantage of some
the Bants threw the ensuing in- they took on the Engineers of MIT,
a thrilling contortionist layin and
c
pld Trinity shooting to open up a
was fouled, completing the three bounds pass to the Elis, and the and ultimately emerged victorious,
six point lead with 18:12 remaining
point play, to bring Trinity to hosts dropped in another close- taking a 14 point decision, 60-46.
t0
play. Trin was constantly
range basket off the turnover; the
continued on page 10
within three points, 43-40. It was

Hockey's Teamwork Keys Excellent Start
by Stephen Gellman
The Trinity hockey team had an
excellent week, coming from behind
to \yhjp Connecticut College and
then 09#}|Jg up-a-teingh- fight before
falling to Division II power,
Westfield State.
Coach John Dunham felt that the

Bantams "came into the Conn.
c
°llege game a little bit down after
cHough weekend at Amherst," and
tM early play showed it as Conn.
M>%e moved to a 3-1 lead six
minutes into1te"swonclT)eriod. At
that point, however, Trinity's skatln
8 ability began to prove dominant

and Trin rolled off five of the next
six goals to move ahead 6-4 after
the second stanza. A balanced attack niatked the second; period
comeback as three players Barney
Corning, Carl- Nelson .and Bill
Scanlon tallied two points in the
middle 20 minutes.

Thefinal 20 minutes saw Trinity
settle back and play superb defensive hockey. Nelson added his second goal of the evening and the
Bants coasted to a.7-4 win.
Unfortunately two injuries marred the win. Dave Lenahan suffered
a severe charley horse and Bob
Ferguson tore knee ligaments that
required minor surgery.
;
Flie Joss of Ferguson a n d '
I en.'than caused Dunham to juggle
the lines before the Westfield St.
game. The new players performed
brilliantly and the Bantams stayed
in the game until the final ten
seconds.
After one period Westfield State
held a 1-0 lead, but Trinity rallied to
take a 2-1 lead in the second stanza
before Westfield State tied it up.
Dan Flynn brought the Bants even
at the 9:41 mark and six minutes
later Lunghammer put Bants ahead
with assists going to Steve MacDonald and Mike McCarthy.
Westfield State fought back and
tied the score at two at the 17:35
mark of the second period.

photo by Fritz Merijon

The third period opened with
Westfield State applying intense
pressure to Trinity's freshman
goalie Chris Watras. Watras played

well, stopping 14 shots in the third
period and 31 for the night, but
Westfield got the go ahead goal at
7:30 of the third period. Trinity's
best chance to tie came when T.R.
Goodman hit the left post with a
wrist shot and MacDonald shot the
rebound just over the cross bar with,
five minutes to go in the contest.
With a minute and a half remaining Dunham pulled Watras from
the goal and put on an extra skater.
Finally with only ten seconds left a
Westfield defenseman hurled 'the
puck the length of the ring and into
the open net to end the Bantam's
hopes.
Dunham is "all-in-all very pleased to have a 3-2 record at this point
in the seiason." Admitting a lack of
a superstar Dunham feels that the
Bants will "have to rely on all four
lines to wear opponents down."
In goal Watras has started in
both Trinity losses, but in both
games Watras* saves kept Trinity
within striking distance until late in
the third period. He has all the skills
to be an excellent goalie, mobility
and quick hands, and his continued
development could key the
Bantam's playoff drive in the second half of the season.

